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ABSTRACT:

The Transonic Hull (TH) is an apex-forward designed vessel with a slender triangular
waterplane area and its maximum beam at the stern. Its rectilinear sides avoid the waterplane curvature of
conventional vessels, eliminating principal cause of residuary resistance near and above their “hull speed”.
Tank tests comparing a fast conventional crewboat/fast supply vessel with a TH vessel of the same length and
capable of housing the same internal and external payload, have demonstrated the TH is capable of reducing
residuary resistance and gaining 17% speed at equal power in calm water and in 2 meter waves. Speed was
more than doubled in 3.5 meter waves at the heavy payload. Fuel economy and CO² reductions of 20% to
35% have been estimated, depending on weight and speed, which corresponds to an estimated fuel savings of
$695,000/year per boat, with conservative fuel prices. TH’s sharp forebody enables operation at speeds
comparable to planing hulls but without slamming. This has been demonstrated in a 20 ft manned boat, and
confirmed in tank tests that showed up to 70% reduction of vertical accelerations at high speeds.
1. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TH
IN ITS DISPLACEMENT REGIME
The residuary resistance of displacement hulls
causes high exponential growth of total resistance
near and above their “hull speed” (Froude number
~ 0.40). The increase in residual resistance is
significantly due to the development and transition
of the bow wave as the speed increases. It is
reasonable to assume that elimination of a bow
wave would virtually eliminate the “hull speed”
limitation of displacement hulls. According to
Wigley, “hull speed” phenomena can be explained
mathematically in terms of the contributions of
various parts of the curvature of the waterplane of
a displacement hull, as shown in Fig. 1.
The assignation of the bow wave as the main
source of residuary resistance, and its theoretical
explanation by Wigley, led A. Calderon to
formulate several provocative hypotheses:
(a) Is there a new shape of displacement hull that
need not generate a bow wave, and therefore
experience very little wave-making resistance?
(b) If such new shape avoids curvatures in its
waterplane, then there should be no “hull
speed” phenomena, and therefore minimal
wave-making resistance?
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Fig. 1 – Wigley’s breakdown of various wave systems

Further reflection on the two hypotheses above
led Calderon to formulate a theoretical inquire of
inverse design nature:
(c) In a fluid’s gravitational equipotential free
surface, what shape is the translating hole that
would generate minimum disturbance to its
free surface?
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Fig. 2 – Translating hole for minimum disturbance of a fluid

The hypothetical three-dimensional flow field of
Fig. 2, referred to as the Transonic Hydrofield,
should not generate any wave-making resistance
from the translating hole. To satisfy the inverse
design process, the displacement hull shape that
fits into the translating hole of Fig. 2 is shown in
Fig. 3, and was denominated Transonic Hull (TH).

less resistance at speed/length 1.88 at equal
weight.

Hull Speed

If the shape of the translating hole is formulated
according to Calderon’s hypothesis (b) it would be
as shown in Fig. 2, with no curvatures at the
waterplane.

Fig. 4 – Resistance vs. V/√L for an IACC America’s Cup
hull (AC) and Transonic Hull (TH)

Fig. 3 – Archetype of Transonic Hull shape

To test these hypotheses, Calderon constructed a
6 ft model representative of the archetype of Fig.
3, with the same length and beam as a slender lowdrag IACC America’s Cup hull. Calderon then ran
parallel tow tank tests of both hulls at the sailing
weight of the IACC, including the weight of lead
ballast. Both hulls were tested clean and without
appendages. Because the TH hull did not need the
lead ballast of the IACC hull, it was also tested at
lesser weight. The results of the tests are shown in
Fig. 4. The results are summarized below:
(i) The wave making resistance of the America’s
Cup hull increased greatly near and above its
“hull speed” of 1.34 (Froude number 0.40).
(ii) Transonic’s resistance near and above its “hull
speed” closely followed the second power of
speed, shown in solid curve, indicating the
absence of wave-making resistance up to
maximum speed/length ratio of 2, with 23%
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Fig. 5 - Total resistance if TH-184 under V² friction
curve

Subsequent tow tank tests of a more refined
version of a 184-ft length TH (TH-184) at 295
tons, were performed by Oceanic Consulting
Corporation in calm water in the 200-meter tow
tank at the National Research Council of Canada’s
Institute for Ocean Technology, and produced the
results shown in Fig. 5. These results show that
the total resistance of TH-184 fall on-or-below the
V² friction curve extrapolated from speed/length
ratio of 0.77, and 23% below the V² curve at
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demonstrates the absence of wave making drag
and of residual resistance up to a speed /length
ratio 1.92, well above “hull speed”. The 23%
reduction can be attributed only in part to an
increasing Reynolds number with increasing
speed.
2.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
TH IN ITS TRANSPLANAR REGIME
After the TH was shown not to generate wave
making resistance near and above “hull speed”, it
was recognized that the remaining friction
resistance at higher speeds, although limited to the
second power of speed adjusted for Reynolds
number and wetted surface, would quickly reach
very high values and lead to lower
weight/resistance ratios. With the possibility of a
planing Transonic hull under consideration,
Calderon examined the hydrodynamics of
conventional planing hulls, known to have a poor
weight/resistance ratio, in the order of 8 and even
4. The standard planing equations in threedimensional flow of viscous nature are complex.
To simplify the analysis, Calderon formulated the
equation for two-dimensional planing surfaces in
inviscid flow, as shown in Fig. 6.
W/Ri = Ncos α / Nsin α = cos α / sin α
Where W is its weight, Ri is the resistance
induced by N, N is resultant total force
perpendicular to the planing surface, α is the angle
of attack of the planing surface to remote flows,
Ncosα is a vertical force equal to weight, and
Nsinα is the “induced” resistance, which is
different from wave making resistance.

Fig. 6 – 2-D flat plate planing weight/resistance in inviscid
fluid

Surprisingly, the planing equation of Fig. 6 is
nearly identical to the lift and induced drag of a
flat plate in supersonic inviscid airflow at useful
angles of attack, namely D/L = α, where α is angle
of attack expressed in radians with poor L/D ratios.
One advantage of the hydrodynamic equation of
Fig. 5 is that it clearly sets self-evident limits to the
optimum weight/resistance ratio of twodimensional inviscid planing case with the results
of Table 1.
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Table 1 - Weight induced resistance ratio of a flat plate
planing in 2-D inviscid flow
Planing
angle
Alpha,
degrees
1
2
4
6
8

Cosine of
Alpha

Sine of
Alpha

Weight/Ind.
Resistance
2-D, inviscid

0.99984
0.99939
0.99756
0.99450
0.99026

0.01745
0.03484
0.06975
0.10450
0.13917

57.29
28.63
14.30
9.52
7.13

It is clear from Table 1 that the weight/induced
resistance ratios are low for any planing hull in
inviscid 3-D flow; these ratios in real flow are
bound to be even lower. Table 1 is discouraging in
respect to finding a new approach to substantially
improve the weight/resistance of planing hulls in
calm water. However, there are two operational
characteristics of conventional planing hulls that
further limit their practical use:
(i) Slamming events causes crew fatigue and
penalizes structural weight of planing hulls.
This occurs when the lower surface of the
forebody of a planing hull, which is above
water level due to the hull’s angle of attack,
impacts on head seas or oblique seas.
(ii) The stealth of a planing craft is penalized
by its large flow disturbance, with strong
lateral outflows at approximately 30° to the
sides of the hull that generate momentum
drag, and a relatively deep depression aft of
its stern.
Knowing the solution to these problems could
benefit commercial and military planing vessels,
Calderon formulated the following hypotheses:
(a) If the TH’s angle of attack was kept small
(≤ 2°) at high speeds, then its pointed forebody
would slice into a head or an oblique wave
separating the wave to the right and left
therefore it would subsequently not experience
the upward force that the forebody of
conventional a planing hull would encounter,
avoiding “slamming”.
(b) A continuously increasing beam at the
rectilinear sides would inherently maintain the
hull at a small angle at all speeds.
(c) A small angle of attack would also diminish
the lateral outflow due to dynamic lift of a
planing regime and the maximum beam at the
stern would diminish or preclude the flow
depression aft of the stern of conventional
planing surfaces, thereby diminishing the
visible signature of transplanar regime.
(d) Recognizing that decreasing the hull’s angle of
attack at high speed would tend to increase
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wetted area and friction resistance, aeration to
the hull’s undersurface was considered to
decrease viscosity of the fluid at the boundary
layer.
At this stage of development of Transonic theory
it became necessary to address other important
unknown areas:
- How would the Transonic shape respond in
maneuvers?
- How would the Transonic shape respond in
rough water conditions?
- What would be the actual effect of aeration on
speed of Transonic hulls?
- What would be the resistance and seakeeping of
a Transonic vessel compared to a conventional
vessel for a specific mission?
To investigate these hypotheses and questions
Transonic Hull Company Inc (THC) funded the
following experimental investigation:
Phase 1: Tests of a small powered TH model.
Phase 2: Design, fabrication, and test of a small
manned Transonic boat to evaluate handling
qualities in maneuvering and in waves.
Phase 3: Comparative tow tank tests of a TH
and a conventional hull for a specific mission.
3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON
TRANSONIC HULL BY PHASES
Phase 1: Powered TH models were used to
investigate the vessel’s hydrodynamics properties
at a speed/length ratio higher than was possible in
the simplified tow tank initially utilized by THC.
Handling qualities were also evaluated prior to the
manned test boat in Phase 2. The models and
principal results of Phase 1 are described below:
A 6 ft TH model was tested at 27 and 24 lbs and
powered by an outboard engine which acted also
as a rudder. A “tower” on top of carburetor
prevented ingestion of salt-water spray. Fig. 7
shows the 6 ft TH model in transplanar regime at a
speed/length ratio above 7.5 in calm water. The
small angle of attack and negligible lateral outflow
and flat wake favorably confirmed transplanar
theory’s hypothesis 2 (c).

Fig. 8 – 6 ft TH model in Transplanar regime in bay chop at
low angle of attack (V/√L>7)

A 4 ft model tested at 7.5 lbs powered by an
electric motor with a single rudder aft of a rear
propeller was used to investigate maneuvering,
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 – 4 ft TH model maneuvering in a high speed turn

The 4 ft model was also tested in surf to
investigate potential broach and/or diving
tendencies. Fig. 10 shows the model surfing on a
large breaking wave.

Fig. 10 – 4 ft TH model surfs on a large breaking wave

No diving or broaching tendencies were
observed in the 4 ft model when tested in ocean
surf conditions that broached and pitch-poled the
powered model of a patrol boat of conventional
design.
The 4 ft model was then tested with multiple
surface steps, passive aeration, and powered
aeration. A noticeable increase in speed/length
ratio was observed at constant power.
Phase 2: Manned tests with small TH boats were
carried out to evaluate the boat’s handling
qualities. Tests of a manned 17-ft TH boat in surf
in Fig. 11 confirm the lack of diving tendencies
even when a large wave breaks on its forebody.

Fig. 7 – 6 ft TH model in Transplanar regime (V/√L>7.5)

Fig. 7 shows the 6 ft model at near zero pitch in
bay chop at speed/length ratio greater than 7;
confirming hypotheses 2 (a) and 2 (b).
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Fig. 11 – XTH-17: breaking wave with negligible pitchdown and dry cockpit

Fig. 12 confirms the predicted clean slice of a
large wave into left and right sides, while
maintaining a near zero pitch attitude.

Fig. 14: XTH-20: no bow wave & near zero pitch at
speed/length 4

Maneuvering tests of XTH-20 were conducted at
medium and high speeds with satisfactory roll-yaw
coupling, as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15: XTH-20: maneuver with satisfactory roll-yaw
coupling
Fig. 12 - XTH-17: wave sliced with negligible pitch up &
dry cockpit

The second step of Phase 2 covered the design,
construction, and tests of a manned experimental
XTH-20 boat (20.75 ft LOA, 1500 lbs) powered
by a jet ski engine. Its right and left stern tabs and
its twin rudders were controlled with a joy stick.
Fig. 13 confirms TH’s predicted ability to not
generate a bow wave or trough in displacement
regime, and a near-zero pitch angle at “hull speed”
(speed/length 1.34).

The predicted ability of TH to maintain near zero
pitch angle in waves is shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: XTH-20 traverses waves with near zero pitch

Fig. 17 compares the high pitch angle of a vee
hull and the predicted near zero pitch angle of
XTH-20 when crossing the same wave at the same
time.

Fig. 13: XTH-20 no bow wave at “hull speed” (Froude #
0.40)

TH’s continued ability to not generate a bow
wave or other disturbances on the flow field while
maintaining a near zero pitch at higher speeds at a
speed/length ratio of 4 is demonstrated in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 17: Vee hull & XTH-20 cross waves at different angles

The results of early tow tank tests and of
experimental Phases 1 and 2, confirm the
following theoretical predictions on TH:
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-

There was an absence of a bow wave and
troughs in a very wide range of speed/length
ratios.
- There was an absence of residual resistance
near and above “hull speed”.
- The TH was able to maintain near zero pitch
over a wide range of speeds in calm water and
with waves.
- Maneuvering tests at medium and high speeds
showed favorable roll-yaw coupling.
- There was an absence of nose dive and broach
tendencies.
Accordingly, THC decided to carry out a
rigorous comparative tank test program.
4. DESCRIPTION OF TOW TANK TEST
PROGRAM
Following a market study, THC decided that the
tow tank program should include models of a TH
and a conventional vessel designed for a
crewboat/fast supply vessel mission. The research
program was undertaken as follows:
(i) The hull lines, interior and exterior plans, and
CG of the fastest crewboat/fast supply vessel
with published performance available in 2008
“Sailfish” of 175 ft LOA, with 32 knots top
speed, minimum and maximum weights of
201
and
520
tons
respectively
(www.gulfmark.com) were secured.
(ii) THC carried out a pre-feasibility study of a TH
crewboat/fast supply vessel which had the
same internal and external installations,
equipments, payloads, deck areas, etc. as BL175. The resulting TH vessel has a LWL of
175 ft, a LOA of 184 with a 9 ft stern
overhang, and a wider beam. It is referred as
TH-184, ans was optimized to match the fuel
economy at operational speeds of the BL-175.
(iii)Engage an outside firm to run the tow tank
tests of models of both vessels comparing their
resistance, seakeeping, and hull pressures in
calm water and with irregular waves. THC
retained Oceanic Consulting Corporation
(OCC) to prepare its reports exclusively for
THC, using the 200-meter tow tank at the
National Research Council of Canada’s
Institute for Ocean Technology.

zero angle of attack of the hull, and no lateral
outflow.

Fig. 18 – Completely smooth hydrofield of TH-184 at 20
knots

Fig. 19 shows TH-184 at 30 knots at
speed/length ratio of 2.26, in pure displacement
regime, with same hydrodynamic advantages as
Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 – Completely smooth hydrofield of TH-184 at 30
knots

Fig. 20 shows the unprecedented smooth wake of
TH-184, and the total absence of lateral out flows
at 20 and 30 knots, typical of its displacement and
of its transplanar regimes at higher speeds.

Fig. 20 - Typical low drag negligible wake of TH vessel at
20-30 knots

In contrast to Fig. 20, Fig. 21 shows the highly
disturbed wake of BL-175 with a large “rooster
tail” indicative of significant resistance.

4.1 Principal resistance results of tank tests of TH184.
Fig. 18 shows the TH-184 at 20 knots at a
speed/length ratio of 1.51 in pure displacement
regime, confirming absence of a bow wave, near
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Fig. 21 – Typical High Drag “Rooster Tail” Wake of
Baseline Vessel at 20-30 Knots
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Effective Power

22.70

Percent Reduction in Effective Power [1-TH/BL]

45%

Figs. 22 & 23 show the large speed gain of TH184 over BL-175 at 294 & 520 tons in calm water
and with 2 meter waves.
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Fig. 24 – Reduction in effective power at 294MT
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Fig. 22 – Transonic Hull and baseline hull effective
power at 294MT
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Fig. 25 – Reduction in effective power at 520MT
Table 2 - Percent reduction of power and fuel & increase in
speed of TH-184 vs. BL-175
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Fig. 23 – Transonic Hull and baseline hull effective
power at 520MT

Figs. 24 and 25 present the large percentage
reductions of effective power and potential fuel
savings and emissions of TH-184 relative to BL175 at 294 tons and 520 tons in calm water and
with head seas.
The baseline, BL-175, was not tested above 10
knots in 3.5 meter head seas because of wild pitch
gyration. The TH-184 had a 45% reduction of
power at 10 knots and was tested up to 50 knots
with decreasing acceleration.
This data is
promising for application of the TH hull as heavy
supply vessels.
Principal results of resistance experiments are
presented in Table 2.

VESSEL
DENOMINATION
Full size weight of vessels,
Metric Tonnes
Speed of Baseline Vessel,
BL-175 at Cruise Power,
Knots

BL175
&
TH184

BL175
&
TH184

BL175
&
TH184

291

368

523

22.7

20.3

16.9

35%
30%
22%
calm
calm
calm
35%
26%
27%
2M
2M
2M
16%
17%
16%
TH’s Percent Gain in
calm
calm
calm
Speed at Baseline’s Cruise
19%
5%
16%
Power
2M
2M
2M
Note: The 2M in Table 2 indicates results in 2 meter head
seas.
TH’s Percent Reduction of
Power & fuel at Speed of
BL-175

4.2 Comparison of the TH hull to Series 62 and
NTUA
In order to provide further comparison data to
evaluate the resistance of the TH vessel resistance
predictions were calculated from empirical
methods. Based on the parameters of the TH
vessel published data for Series 62 and NTUA
were selected for the comparison. Calculations
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were based on the particulars of the baseline vessel
as the inputs. The results indicate that when
compared to these empirical data sets the baseline
vessel is an efficient vessel on its own. However,
the predictions confirm that TH-184 with 175 ft
LWL, is vastly superior to Series 62 planing and
NTUA hulls with 175 LOA. (Fig. 26)

contrast, Fig. 28 shows TH-184 slicing a 12 ft
wave with near zero pitch angle and a dry deck.

Fig. 27 – Baseline 175 Piercing a 7 Ft Wave

Fig. 28 –Transonic’s TH-184 Exiting from a 12 Ft Wave

Fig. 26 - Total Resistance Baseline 175, Series 62 planing
175, NTUA 175 and TH-184 at 368LT

Fig. 29 shows BL-175 exiting a 12 ft wave with
a large pitch angle and completely wet deck. In
contrast Fig. 30 shows TH-184 exiting a 12 ft
wave with near zero pitch angle and a dry deck.

4.3 Comparison of CFD Resistance of “FastShip”
and Transonic containership
“FastShip” containership is a Gilles & MIT
project, based on US Patent 5,129,343. Its CFD
evaluation by a Washington think tank used LOA
235 meters, beam of 35.5 meters, 30,632 tons and
33 knots max speed. Its CFD resistance was
compared to CFD resistance of a Transonic
containership of equal length and weight. Results
showed a 48% drag reduction at 30 knots at a
speed/length 1.08, and a 20% reduction at 50 knots
at a speed/length 1.80. This compares to a 38%
and 20% experimental reduction at the same
speed/length ratios. Although the baselines are
different for each comparison, the results are
generally similar.
4.4 Remarks on Seakeeping of TH-184 vessel
Seakeeping data of TH-184 and BL-175 was
obtained by OCC at various weights and speeds in
irregular waves of significant height of 1, 2, and
3.5 meters. Qualitative observations indicate:
- TH-184 retained near zero pitch in all waves
and in speed range from 10 to 50 knots.
- At speeds above 20 knots, accelerations
increased strongly for BL-175. Accelerations
of TH-184 decreased above 20 knots.
- At higher speeds in 2 meter waves,
accelerations of TH-184 were reduced by 70%.
Fig. 27 shows BL-175 piercing a 7 ft waves with
considerable disturbance and a wet deck. In
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Fig. 29 –BL-175 Exiting from a 12 Ft Wave

Fig. 30 –Transonic’s TH-184 Exiting from a 12 Ft Wave

4.5 Aspects of a preliminary design of a stealth all
weather incursion boat: TH-60-SIB
THC is carrying out preliminary design work on
full stealth all-weather fast smooth-riding
Incursion Boat TH-60-SIB, to accommodate 15
persons. To attain smooth riding and best stealth,
TH’s triangular waterplane guided an optimum
truncated pyramidal faceted body shape above
water housing an internal distribution of space
placing cabin for persons at the rear with engines
adjacent midbody. One version of TH-60-SIB is
presented in Figs. 31 and 32.
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-

-

Fig.31- TH-60-SIB showing easy access and exit from
cabin.

-

Fig. 32 – TH-60-SIB in all-weather full-stealth
configuration.

Two TH-60-SIB can be transported by air or by
truck within a 60-ft long space, including trailer,
fuel and crew, by placing the two TH boats with
stern next to bow. Best stealth and maximum
range is attained with propellers located at
midbody using “stern” drives adapted for that
purpose. A midbody propeller location dissipates
the propeller’s slipstream before it emerges aft of
the stern, and may retard cavitations due to higher
local pressures. It is also far removed from
swimmers boarding at the boat’s stern platform. A
midbody exhaust location reduces infrared
signature. Maximum speed is attained with water
jets, but its wake penalizes stealth, and reduces
range somewhat. Powerplants with best
power/weight ratio are Seatek. Pratt and Whitney
turbines are also under consideration, subject to
further trade-off study between engine and fuel
weights.
The TH-60-SIB stealth Incursion Boat should
have optimum multispectral stealth characteristics
(radar, infrared, visual) in an all-weather
configuration with exceptional range and smooth
ride, including 5 ft waves at speeds in excess of 50
knots.
4.6 Remarks on TH, VSV, and Axe Bow vessels:
TH is sometimes confused with a Very Slender
Vessel (VSV) and with an Axe Bow vessel. The
following clarifying remarks will eliminate
confusion:
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TH slender triangular shape has rectilinear
sides and maximum beam at stern, and the
sharpest possible entry angle at the bow. VSV
and Axe Bow vessels have curvatures in their
slender waterplane. Their hydrodynamics are
necessarily and fundamentally different.
The body shape of VSV, its total volume
distribution, and its cross-sectional area
distribution can be studied from A. Thompson
US Patent 6116180. It is geometrically and
hydrodynamically different from the TH’s
shape, for example as described in Calderon’s
Transonic US patent 6843193.
While a quantified comparison of tow tank
data of these vessels is not available, a
comparative study of their flow fields at speed
is indicative of their probable resistance and
seakeeping tendencies. Fig. 33 shows that the
VSV has a significant positive angle of attack
that generates a large lateral outflow from its
sides with a significant momentum change, and
a disturbed wake. The large angle of attack
necessarily causes large upward forces when
encountering waves. In contrast, Fig. 34
shows that TH has negligible angle of attack,
no lateral outflow, and a very smooth wake and
smoother ride.

Fig. 33: Disturbed flow field
of VSV with strong lateral
outflow.

-

Fig. 34: Smooth flow field
XTH-20 with no lateral
Outflow.

The Axe Bow has a planform with parallel
sides over most of its length, with a smooth
curved entry forward. In contrast TH has a
triangular planform with no curvatures and
sharpest possible entry forward. In side view,
the Axe Bow exhibits a very high freeboard
forward, tending to climb waves, which is
contrary to TH’s minimum freeboard forward
intended to slice waves. Certain hydrodynamic
differences can be inferred from tank test
photos. Fig. 35 shows the disturbed forward
flows and rooster tail of a model similar to Axe
Bow. In contrast, Fig. 36 shows a completely
smooth flow of TH when slicing a closed
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couple large wave. Published photos of Axe
Bow vessel show a surface disturbance
forward of its bow and a “rooster tail” aft of its
stern.

-

-

Fig. 35 – Shows disturbed flow field of a model similar to
AxeBow

-

Extrapolation of tow tank data of TH-184 at
medium weights indicates high-speed smoothriding potential competitive with helicopter
services to off-shore platform at much lower
cost. TH-184 derivatives can also provide high
speed smooth rides for workers on off-shore
platforms at long distance outside the range of
helicopters.
The TH-184 tow tank data permits the designs
of high-speed smooth-riding military vessels
and megayachts in the 150 to 250 ft with
exceptional fuel economy and range.
For TH vessels using composite fabrication, a
single long mold permits the construction of
several TH vessels of different lengths and
functions with less time and cost.
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Fig. 36 – Shows smooth flow of TH model across a crosscoupled wave
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4.7 Concluding remarks on TH’s practical
benefits.
The practical benefits of the TH vessels in the 140
to 250 ft size range based on the experimental
program:
- 17% speed gains at equal power and equal fuel
consumption in calm water and 2 meter waves.
- More than double operational speeds in 3.5
meter waves at heavy displacement.
- Potential fuel savings and CO² emissions of
20% and over 30% at realistic operational
speeds, depending on weight and speed.
- An decrease of vertical acceleration as speed is
increased above 20 knots in 1 and 2 meter
waves. In contrast the vertical accelerations
increased strongly above 20 knots for the
baseline vessel.
- Reduction of vertical acceleration in the cabin
area up to 70% in 2 meter waves at high
speeds.
Other benefits from the experimental program
that are applicable to various vessel sizes and types
are:
- Vertical forces in the forward half of the TH
approximately 1/3 those of conventional hulls.
- Extrapolation of tow tank data of TH-184 at
maximum weight for heavy supply vessels is
favorable, with benefits in speed, smooth ride,
fuel economy, and less hull loads in adverse
seas.
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